The draft

If you don't call them, will they call you???
Olympic boycott is a good idea.

Not only would a United States boycott of the 1980 Summer Olympic Games be a wise political move, it is simply the right thing to do in light of the Soviet invasion of Afghanistan.

If International Olympic Committee president Lord Killanin and other IOC officials choose to ignore the fact that the Olympics have frequently been a forum for voicing political ideologies, they are naive and ignorant.

There appears to be no way of separating sports and politics under the present Olympic system. Governments fund their Olympic team, some quite heavily, and also provide substantial economic and moral support when hosting the event. Athletes represent their nation in the Games, wearing its colors and competing for a specific nation.

Therefore, it seems absurd for the United States Olympic Committee to patronize the Soviet Union and compete with its athletes in sports, when our government openly opposes the Soviet invasion of Afghanistan.

If nationalism and commercialism were not such an influential segment of the modern Olympics, the cause for boycotting the Games would not have much backing. But since such high stakes are placed on the Olympics, the United States has little choice but to boycott the XXII Olympiad in Moscow.

Hosting the Olympics has always provided the host nation with an excellent opportunity to publicize its virtues. The most famous misuse of the Olympics as a propaganda tool came in 1936 when Hitler attempted to show the world the superiority of his race and glorify Nazism.

According to experts, the Soviets have spent extraordinary sums of money and approached the 1980 Olympics with an overabundance of zeal. The Soviet Union takes the Olympics seriously. It would be a great blow to the Soviets if the U.S. boycotts the Summer Games. Forget the financial aspects. The Olympics will suffer severely if the U.S. team does not participate. It will lose a healthy number of the best athletes in the world, the worldwide television exposure it so wanted, and it seems that now the number of nations willing to join in the boycott is growing. Many nations are beginning to vocalize their disgust with the Soviet's actions.

Killanin has said that a major boycott of the 1980 Games could lead to the ruin of the Games as we know them. This could be true, but if the problems in the Middle East aren't resolved, a lot more could be at stake than the Olympic Games.

Perhaps the Olympic Games as we know them aren't in the shape that IOC officials want us to believe. The 1972 Games in Munich were marred by the tragic death of 11 Israeli athletes when their building was stormed by Arab terrorists. There have been many cases of poor judging and officiating in the Games and there have been repeated calls for what hazard the official was from. Violations and restrictions have become as much of a part of the Olympics as the joy of competing.

President Carter set Feb. 20, as the latest date for Soviet withdrawal from Afghanistan without a U.S. boycott.

A nation should have the right not to attend a sporting event if it feels it would be unethical to participate. As American sports fans, we have not always felt that way. We, too, like Killanin, felt that if politics entered the Olympics, they would perish. But a line has to be drawn somewhere. And the Soviet invasion of Afghanistan warrants drawing this line.

Tom Tryon
To The Pointer: Environmental Council by arms as "Environment" in Webster's Dictionary reads as follows: "create conditions, circumstances, and influences surrounding, and affecting, other names or an organism or group of organisms." Sue Jones, in her editorial, brought up the Shah and Iran, or SALT II and nuclear proliferation do not influence surrounding or affect our development. Nor do foreign policy, military spending, or a whole group of what she classifies as political issues.

The name "Environmental Council" should not better describe a group concerned with the above, as well as racists and conventional things as well. Does the environment and with the trees and the wildlife, but it is somehow unanswerable. The political process that produces legislation to prevent or stop spending and foreign policy, a political issue until a bomb kills you and your environment may seem classified trees? Your political system is your annual to fight beverage and energy use and The there is also a high energy recycling, energy use and the there is also a high energy development.

"Energy increases at eight percent a year, but it is the energy sure heating needs for 50,000 people a year. According to N.E. Norton, president of Royal Crown-Dr. Pepper, the consumer can take soft drink in a refillable bottle for 23 cents less than he can in a throwaway bottle or can.

The benefits here are clear, yet this issue is receiving less opposition from business corporations. The U.S. Brewers Association also spends $20 million annually to fight beverage container laws. Selling 15 billion bottles a year, they refillable bottle is a profit gain. We don't benefit from that kind of proofed legislation we will benefit from a bottle bill in four ways: a cleaner environment, solid waste disposed, of more energy saved, and a savings to the consumers. Political action can be taken the facts on this issue. Energy Awareness Week February 11-15 is set up at the University Center to supply information and answer questions you may have on Wisconsin's bottle bill referendum.

John Buschler

To The Pointer: As a former student at UWSP, and member of the Environmental Council, I've read the great "politics vs. environment" debate in the last couple of editorials. To The Pointer with some interest.

My comment is, that everybody who is conscious of the fact or not, is part of the "environmental council." I believe this because man has assumed the position of dominant life form on earth, and at least with regard to the variety and magnitude of changes he is able to perform in his ongoing rearrangement of the biosphere, everyone to a greater or lesser degree has had a hand in it. The nature of the environment will be in the coming decades, and the health of the prospect of a nuclear economy, millennium. In other words, the quality of the environment is a significant factor we have to deal with in Stevens Point.

So wake up, Sue Jones. You people begged us down with some pointless debate when I was active in the Council. The Persian Gulf. The flora and fauna thereof. Pumping oil out of the earth. Distributing it to Americans who buy it and automobiles. Bulldozing forests. The Shah of Iran. The lives of people. Sue, do you want to discuss lines between political concerns and environmental concerns for me? But more to the point, is energy the only source of this problem? If you don't feel that the events currently occurring in the Persian Gulf are pertinent to your present situation, get involved in our situation. (You gave some good examples in your editorial.) But don't damage the efforts of others, especially when they are fighting the Good Fight.

Respectfully,

Peter Sievert

To The Pointer: Dan Busch's objections to the Environmental Council's proposed legislation "Correspondence," January 29, on the demonstration's being small, on Busch's claim that reporters felt deceived, and on Busch's claim that the Council improperly concerned itself with political questions, the demonstration was small is no argument against its importance. Matter whether the demonstration was right, and in most regards I believe it was. I had a small problem with its being labeled "anti-shah;" I would've preferred its being called "for American-Iranian reconciliation." Numbers, finally, do not matter. Thoureau did not wait till masses of people joined him before he refused to have the report. But I withdraw his support from slavery and the Mexican War. If Busch had thought the demonstration should've been larger, he could have assumed that he needed it and thereby increased its size. (His letter implies that this is the case.)

The matter of reporters and cases of "window dressing," according to Thoureau. If, as I hope, the council merely reported to the news outlets that a demonstration and news conference were to take place, then it had no further responsibility to the reporters. The news people would then go to the Council and decide whether to cover the events, and they would have had to be satisfied by the consequences of the events, not turning out as they had wished.

Finally, why should the Council not take on a stand on Iran and mount a demonstration? The recent events in that country are vitally important to Americans, individually and in their organizations, to express themselves on those events; indeed I commend the Environmental Council for expanding beyond the confines suggested by its name and speaking out on the Iranian situation.

Sincerely,

Jim Missey

To The Pointer: It is regrettable that The Pointer editorials of December 20, 1979 and of January 24, 1980 express complete misunderstanding of the environmental problems of this earth.

By printing editorials condemning the Environmental Council for its rally against the former Shah of Iran and the use of the word "Environment" in its name. The Pointer has shown that its editors have not read the dictionary definition of the word "Environment."

As any one of the professors in the CNR can attest to, it is legislation passed by politicians which determines how we are governing the use and misuse of natural resources. For example, had it not been for the "Wilderness Act of 1964," there would be no federal land permanent protected land against the ravages of overgrazing, mining, road construction, and excessive logging; if it had not been for "The Clean Air Act," "The Clean Water Act," and "The Solid Waste Disposal Act" there would be no laws regulating pollution in this country; and in fact there would be no national parks if it weren't for laws setting them aside. All of these issues were highly controversial for many years before the laws were finally passed, yet is was the environmental council who fought the political battles to win their passage by Congress and signing into law by the President. Not only is the primary purpose of the Environmental Council to improve the quality of the natural environment, it is also to improve the quality of the total human environment—what is more important a environment than human rights and world peace?

Sincerely,

Glenn M. Stoddard

To The Pointer: Your recent editorial expressing surprise at the opposition from the Environmental Council makes between politics and environmental issues seem shortsighted to me. The only effective way in which energy conservation can be accomplished through politics. The destruction of a river, such as the one accomplished by the Tellico dam was achieved by the environmental concerns that will be accomplished only through effective political action by citizens who believe they have a right to drive down the highways of Portage County without breathing contaminated air.

It is the political power of Exxon, Mobile and other oil companies that in part causes Americans to think that our national security is endangered. I believe Americans to think our national security is involved in policy that has caused Carter to advocate the first steps of oil boycott against the people. His action raises a basic environmental question. Shall we drive down the highways of Portage County without breathing contaminated air. This is the political power of Exxon, Mobile and other oil companies that in part causes Americans to think that our national security is endangered. I believe Americans to think our national security is involved in policy that has caused Carter to advocate the first steps of oil boycott against the people. His action raises a basic environmental question. Shall we drive down the highways of Portage County without breathing contaminated air. This is the political power of Exxon, Mobile and other oil companies that in part causes Americans to think that our national security is endangered. I believe Americans to think our national security is involved in policy that has caused Carter to advocate the first steps of oil boycott against the people. His action raises a basic environmental question. Shall we drive down the highways of Portage County without breathing contaminated air. This is the political power of Exxon, Mobile and other oil companies that in part causes Americans to think that our national security is endangered. I believe Americans to think our national security is involved in policy that has caused Carter to advocate the first steps of oil boycott against the people. His action raises a basic environmental question. Shall we drive down the highways of Portage County without breathing contaminated air.

The student readers of this letter should ask themselves, How do the parents of oil companies that I would die for? The answer to that question should result in political action.

Le Burresse

English Department

Letters Policy

Letters to the editor will be accepted only if they are typewritten and signed, and should not exceed a maximum of 250 words.

Names will be withheld from publication only if an appropriate reason for doing so is discussed with the editorial board.

The Pointer reserves the right to edit letters if necessary and to refuse to print letters not suitable for publication.

All correspondence should be addressed to The Pointer, 113 Communication Arts Center, UWSP, Stevens Point, WI 54481.
Weight-Training
&
Exercise Equipment
by Diversified Products

Barbell & Dumbell Sets

- Challenger VII 110 Lb.
  Barbell & Dumbell Set
  Includes—2 dumbell bars
  1 steel barbell bar
  6 collars
  $29.99

- Cast Iron Barbell Set 112 Lb.
  Includes—dumbell set
  steel bars
  cast iron collars
  $59.99

- Superstar IV 165 Lb.
  Includes—steel barbell bar
  2 dumbell bars
  2 outside international
  type adj. collars
  $62.99

Std. Incline Bench
- 1½" tubular construction
- Foam padded bench
- "Flared" leg design assures stability
  $32.99

Std. Leg Lift Incline Bench
- Features a leg lift/leg curl apparatus
  $62.99

Deluxe
Jump Rope
  $6.99

Extra Weight Discs In Stock
For All Sets

Ankle & Wrist
Weights
Starting At
  $6.29

Tricept Exerciser
  $17.49

Speedo
Swim Suits
Large Selection
  $10.99
Ladies
  $4.99
Men's

The Main Event

Barbara Streisand
Ryan O'Neal
A Mirisch Company
A Mirisch Film

Written by Carol Sobol & Howard L. Moss
Produced by Howard L. Moss
Directed by Howard L. Moss

Audio available on Columbia Records

Feb. 7 & 8
6:30 & 9:00 P.M.
Program-Banquet Rm.
$1.25

A and C
ARTS and CRAFTS
NOW OFFERING
MINI-COURSES

Shirt: $5 for painting, photography, sketching, ceramics, lawn ornament, etc.
T-shirts: $10.00 for 6 Etc. Arts and Crafts classes.
UWSP near top in energy efficiency

By Bill Krier

Energy

UWSP is near the top in energy efficiency among state institutions, according to Gerald Drier, UWSP campus utility director.

Since the 1971-72 fiscal year, energy consumption has gone down on campus from about 212,000 BTU's per square foot to about 162,000 BTU's per square foot, a reduction of about 18 percent.

Although energy use has been going down here since 1971-72, the cost has been going up at an even higher rate. In 1971-72, energy cost was about 24 cents per square foot. UWSP uses gas to heat its 35 buildings. Other fuels, such as coal, are more expensive and demand more handling.

During this December, which was a relatively mild month, it cost about $3,000 a day to heat the campus. The total energy bill for the month was nearly $135,000 - 40,000 of which went toward electricity. It cost about $4,000 a day for heat in January, according to Drier.

This December's heating bill was about $19,000 less than in December 1978. Drier estimated that the mild weather accounted for $10,000 of that amount, and energy conservation efforts provided the rest.

UWSP conservation efforts have included turning thermostats down from 67 degrees to 65 in most buildings, new insulation in buildings and steam pits, shutting off ventilation systems when buildings are not in use, and turning off light fixtures.

In the LRC, 25 percent of the lights have been turned off. Most of the turned off lights are in the stack areas and none have been shut off in the reading areas.

Drier said the recent installation of new capacitor banks has saved the university thousands of dollars. The new capacitors make the whole Wisconsin Public Service Corporation system more efficient, thus earning UWSP a credit on its electric bill.

A key to future conservation at UWSP is the installation of a central computer terminal one year from now. The computer will monitor electrical usage and shut off some electrical systems when demand reaches a certain peak.

Unlike home bills, UWSP is billed extra amounts for its peak usage. This peak is usually in the early afternoon when university operations are at full tilt.

Maintenance has been replacing 40-watt fluorescent lights with 33-watt tubes, and is looking into replacing present incandescent (regular bulb type) systems with more economical fluorescent systems.

U.S. boycott would hurt business-marketing

By Tom Woodside

From a marketing viewpoint, a boycott of the Olympic games will result in a financial loss for many United States firms that use the Olympic theme to market their product, said Richard Choyke, professor of Marketing and Business at UWSP.

According to Choyke, Olympic sponsors have invested heavy dollars in television commercials, magazine ads and other media ready for the upcoming games. Because of the incredible amount of money involved in producing a television commercial, and buying air time (which runs $180,000 for thirty seconds), Choyke said sponsors will suffer losses if the U.S. should boycott.

Some companies such as Coca-Cola, run the risk of a twofold loss. Choyke said that Coca-Cola wants to go into Moscow and attempt to crack Pepsi-Cola's market for soda pop.

Levi Strauss is the official "cont'd pg. 6"

Teenage cocaine use is rising

A study in Michigan has shown that marijuana use among American teenagers may be leveling off, but that cocaine use among high school students is increasing at a fast rate.

The study was done by three social psychologists at the University of Michigan Institute for Social Research. Psychologists Lloyd Johnston, Jerald Bachman and Patrick O'Malley found that marijuana use, which has been doubling almost every year since 1975 among high school students, has abruptly stabilized in 1979.

"We think the reason is that more kids are hearing that daily use of marijuana can in fact make you sick," Bachman explained.

The study found that students can still get marijuana easily, but that one out of ten high school seniors surveyed believe regular users assume a "great risk" of hurting themselves.

Sixty percent of the 17,000 students surveyed had tried marijuana. More than one third of those who had tried it, had consumed it in the month prior to the survey. Ten percent of the seniors surveyed claimed to be daily consumers of marijuana.

The Michigan study also found "A substantial and accelerating increase in the use of cocaine," by high school seniors. In 1975, only two percent of the students interviewed had consumed the drug in the month prior to the survey. In 1979 it had tripled to six percent. Twelve percent of the seniors said they had tried cocaine, compared to six percent in 1975. The survey found that the increased use of cocaine by high school students is due to greater availability of the drug and a increase in the number of students who think cocaine use is risky.

Student Government protests health plan

By Jeanne Pehoski

The Student Government is actively taking steps to protest the UW system-wide health insurance policy proposed by the Board of Regents.

At Sunday's meeting, SGA President Bob Borski announced that he will ask the Faculty Senate to support the SGA opposition to the proposed plan. Borski is also going to talk with Chancellor Philip Marshall, who will hopefully inform the Board of Regents of the student concern about the issue. The Student Affairs Committee will also be asked to investigate the proposal and make a recommendation in two weeks. SGA Communication Director Lori Holman announced that a letter writing campaign to other UW-system schools protesting the proposed health insurance policy will begin next Sunday.

In other SGA action, United Council (UC) representative Terri Theison reported that the UC is "vehemently opposed to a draft statement. A referendum to see if each student is willing to pay 50 cents per semester to the UC will be put to a vote in the May SGA election. If passed, the SGA will not longer pay the fee to belong to UC.

The 24-hour visitation proposal was passed unanimously by the Senate. It "cont'd pg. 6"
Olympic boycott cont’d

clothing supplier for the Olympic athletes. Choyke feels that as long as Americans allow companies to use the Olympic logo on clothing that sells, the athletes to back their products. However, NBC will still lose $6.7 million in the event of a U.S. boycott. Choyke said the United States should boycott the summer games scheduled for Los Angeles, Choyke said the only two American companies to make bids. Choyke said that, because of the present situation, NBC’s bidding was out of the question. Choyke feels the United States should boycott the summer games. “If the United States boycotts the games, there is nothing directly that Russia can do about it,” he said.

With the 1984 summer games scheduled for Los Angeles, Choyke said the Russians might in turn. boycott the United States. Choyke said if the United States does boycott this summer’s games, and holds its own games (a championship game of some kind), manufacturers will lose the Olympic logo “edge advantage” for their products.

SGA cont’d

will now go to the President Hall Council, Faculty Senate and the Chancellor for approval. The ad hoc committee to review the process of selecting Resident Assistants reported that it may merge with a committee set up by the President Hall Council which is studying the same procedure.

Student Senator Kathy McCoy was approved by the Senate as a member of the Student Program Budget and Analysis Committee (SPBAC).
The Portage County Health Department has reported a suspected outbreak of Influenza B in the Stevens Point area. Symptoms vary, but include sore throat, cough, headache, malaise, vomiting, diarrhea and 104-106 degree fever. Affected persons should rest, drink three to four quarts of fluid daily and take aspirin.

Insanity at its Best! is the theme for this year's Winter Carnival, which will be held February 15-23. Tentative plans include an "ugly couple" contest, a dance marathon and a casino night featuring the Blue Mountain Bluegrass Band.

College students now have access to a proven guide for self-managed study to prepare themselves for the New Medical College Admission Test: A Complete Preparation for the New MCAT is a 626-page study guide and workbook developed as part of the Harvard University Summer Health Careers Program, and is available from Health Professions Educational Service of Rockville, MD. This manual contains complete review materials in the fields of human biology, general and organic chemistry and physics. Special sections are also included on development of quantitative and reading skills.

The Game Management Bureau of the Department of Natural Resources has proposed that hunting and trapping of coyotes be allowed between the Saturday nearest November 1 and March 1. As part of a major overhaul of regulations covering certain fur-bearing animals, the DNR also proposed that the statewide season on raccoons be limited to one month and that hunters be allowed only one animal per year, and that the trapping season on raccoons be delayed from the Saturday nearest October 15 to the Saturday nearest November 1.

A gun harvest of 124,650 deer was achieved by Wisconsin hunters in 1979. This figure represents a 17 percent decline from the record harvest of 156,946 deer in 1978, but big game coordinator Frank Haber said that the reduction was anticipated because of the 1978-79 severe winter.

State Representative David Helbach (D-Stevens Point) supports legislative efforts to adopt energy conservation measures for the state. He also suggests that the state Department of Public Instruction should help high schools develop ways of limiting the number of students who drive cars to school when buses are available. Helbach says the Department must take the initiative if local school districts are to become involved in helping cut gas consumption related to school activities.

Helbach says he realizes that it wouldn't be practical to adopt a policy prohibiting all students from driving to school, but he would like to see the schools take positive steps to discourage this practice. He suggests improved bus transportation as a means of reducing the number of students driving to school.

The State Senate passed legislation which would require home energy audits before one- or two-family homes could be sold. It also would encourage energy conservation by homeowners and drivers. The measure also included an amendment which would require all unleaded gasoline sold in the state after January 1, 1983 to be gasohol.

State Senator "Tiny" Krueger, the state Senate Minority Leader, endorses Howard Baker for President.

"Baker is the only Republican candidate capable of bringing all the elements of our society together to build the strong and unified country we need," said Krueger.

University Film Society Presents:

Academy Award Winner
Best Documentary Feature

Now more than ever, everyone should see this powerful film about why we went to Vietnam, what we did there, and what that has done to America.

Tuesday and Wednesday
February 12 and 13
7 and 9:15
Program-Banquet Room $1
The Public Administration Student Organization, the Writing Lab, and the Placement Office are sponsoring a workshop for students interested in putting together a resume. This workshop will be held on Tuesday, Feb. 12, from 3:00-5:00 P.M. in the Wisconsin Room of the University Center. Included is a short talk by Dennis Tierney, director of the UWSP Placement Office, and a chance to prepare your own resume with the help of Writing Lab assistants. Please bring a pen, paper, and either a good idea of your college background (classes taken, G.P.A., etc.), or a copy of your transcript (available from the Records Office in the Student Services Building). This session is intended for all majors except for those who intend to teach.

YOU AIN'T HEARD NOTHIN' YET!

BUT WHAT YOU SEE WILL DELIGHT YOU!

Claude Kipnis Mime Theatre

SPONSORED BY: UWSP ARTS AND LECTURES
WEDNESDAY, FEBRUARY 27, 1980 - 8:00 P.M.
SENTRY THEATRE: SENTRY WORLD HEADQUARTERS
TICKETS: 346-4666
TICKET SALES BEGIN FEBRUARY 13, 1980
Wisconsin Alliance for Returnables and Recyclables--Wisconsin group declares "warr" on bottles

By William George Paul

The Wisconsin Alliance for Returnables and Recyclables (WARR), a student government, met last week for the first time at Obyrich Park, Madison. The group has been formed to organize citizen energy that will be needed to make Wisconsin beverage container legislation a reality.

The organization is based on existing Wisconsin congressional districts, and district committee heads will report to the Madison-based head office. Other states have passed container legislation. Michigan, Vermont, and Oregon, to name a few, and WARR feels it is time for the Badger State to follow suit.

At the meeting, a container legislation: one in the assembly (AB 754), introduced by Representative Sullivan and WARR in the 7th congressional district, which extends from here north and west to Lake Superior, is led by Bruce Sullivan, a UWSP graduate student. Sullivan can be reached at 346-3486 or 341-6295. Sullivan emphasizes that although university students who attended the meeting in Madison may provide the organizational impetus in this area, WARR is a broad-based effort.

The steering committee for WARF. sponsored by Senator Thomas Harnisch.

The Wisconsin Arborists Association (WAA) a student, and urban greenery related organizations will be needed to make any container legislation a success. A student chapter of the WAA would be an important activity in the WAA, which will attempt to cross-country ski across the country ski in Greenland, option 2 to include UWSP student Paul Erickson, student second-year UWSP student, a green forester in the WAA, has an urban forestry system, discussed the project with his mentor, developed a conference on urban forestry in Wisconsin, and Jay Cravens on the meeting.

Greenland expedition to include UWSP woman

By Lynda Zukaitis

The American expedition which will attempt to cross-country ski across the Greenland icecap during the summer of 1980 will include UWSP graduate student Cheryl Montain.

Paul Erickson, student director at Concordia College in Moorhead, Minnesota, is coordinating activities which stem from Concordia's outdoor education program.

The group, consisting of 14 men and women, including Erickson's wife and ten-month-old son, will meet in Iceland on June 9. Six of the original group will remain at a base camp on the coast to monitor weather conditions, maintain radio contact with the skiers, and be prepared to assist them in case of an emergency. The child will also remain at base camp.

The remaining eight will attempt the 440-mile crossing where they will face temperatures as low as 20 degrees Fahrenheit, crevasse fields and 23 hours of constant sunlight. During the crossing, no air drops will be made and no villages will be encountered. Everything needed by the skiers will be carried by them over the icecap in eight-foot-long, pulling sleds called pulks. One-thousand four-hundred pounds will be distributed among the pulks, each of which requires two people to pull. The only outside contact for the skiers will be via the radio to their base camp.

"I really don't have any reservations about the trip. It's a chance in a lifetime and I'd regret it later on if I didn't go. Sure, there are dangers, but there is a certain amount of danger in almost anything you do. We're prepared for them as best as we can," stated Montain.

In the past century there have been three icecap crossings - one in the late 1880's by the Danes, and the latest in 1965 by the Scottish. The group plans to make contact with them via radio and mail, and then attempt the crossing as one group.

The expedition will attempt to deliver a campaign poster to the Danish king, and has a dated target of February 12.

This expedition is supported by the National Geographic Society, the International Society of Arboriculture, and the Wisconsin Arborists Association.
IT'S BACK!
IT'S RED HOT!
TKE HAPPY HOUR
at The dibi Fridays 5-8
50¢ Cover Reduced Prices
On Supabeers & Mixed Drinks
Free Munchies
Music Provided
Good Fun—Friends—Dancing
Brought to you by the Brothers of
Tau Kappa Epsilon
World’s Largest International
Social Fraternity!

Sigma Tau Gamma
Little Sisters
Rush Meeting
Anyone interested in being a Little Sister, come to the UC Red Room Tuesday, Feb. 12, 1980, 6:30 p.m., and see what we're all about.

Summer cited for completion of Schmeeckle Reserve

Most remaining work on Schmeeckle Reserve will be completed next summer, according to Reserve Director Ron Zimmerman. This includes construction of a combination shelter house and toilet facility, plus plantings, boardwalks, and a fitness trail for self-directed physical activity.

The only major work that will remain at the end of 1980 will be the construction of tennis courts that originally were budgeted to cost about $60,000. UWSP intends to wait and see how expenses shape up this summer before tackling the courts, which were earmarked among the more expensive projects in the total Schmeeckle plan. The number of tennis courts, now earmarked for construction in 1981, will depend on how much of the grant money remains unused following the work this year. Zimmerman reports that one forthcoming project that may result in the most noticeable visual improvement of the reserve will be the removal of the steel buildings near the intersection of Reserve Street and Maria Drive. These were once the headquarters for the car pool, craftsmen and groups crew. One of the buildings will be kept by the university and moved to a new site up the street near the present maintenance building. The other units will be sold. All of that work is scheduled for this spring, Zimmerman said.

Greenland expedition cont’d

Depending on weather conditions and other physical factors, the expedition hopes to make the trek in 25-30 days, faster than any previous crossing. During the crossing, the landscape will be relatively barren. "Nothing really grows on the icecap. We may see some small algae, but most of what's there is snow and ice," said Montain.

Once the crossing has been completed and they have gotten off the icecap, Montain, working under the direction of Dr. Frank Bowers of UWSP's Biology Department, will collect bryophyte specimens for later study. The collection will be turned over to UWSP. Other research to be conducted includes studies on

physical environment, as well as psychological testing of the members to determine their endurance under prolonged stress.

Among the group, a Scandinavian background dominates and contributes to its camaraderie. Concordia College, a staunch Scandinavian school, has a strong Nordic tradition dating back to Eric the Red, who discovered and claimed Greenland for Norway. The adventure is an identification with the Viking spirit.

After completing the icecap crossing, the expedition will remain in Greenland to backpack and visit some of the fishing villages before returning to the U.S. on August 4.

Gold Pin Race
* 5 kilometer cross country ski competition
* Feb. 10, 17, 24 at Wisc. River Country Club
* 12:00 - 4:00
* $2.00 Fee
* Win: certificate and Gold, Silver or Bronze Pin
**Hell no, we won’t go**

By John Stein

The once familiar chant, “Hell no, we won’t go” may be in its way back. Dormant for nearly a decade, the chorus is once again finding its way back into the State of the Union Address.

Thousands have rallied on campuses throughout the country in response to the proposal, which Carter unveiled on January 23 in his State of the Union Address.

Draftees registration for all persons between the ages of 18 and 26 will most likely be put into effect with a few months. The procedure, to be handled at local post offices, will require potential draftees to give their name and address, and to report any future change of address. The data will be fed into computers, and the time-consuming first step will be out of the way so that the United States, in President Carter's words, “can meet future mobilization needs without delay.”

The President is scheduled to deliver a report to Congress on February 9 outlining his draft registration proposal. The report will probably contain his recommendation to Congress regarding the registration of women, which is expected to be hotly debated by Congress in the months to come.

Whatever decision Congress makes on the issue of draft registration for women, it is likely that the procedures to be hotly debated by Congress in the months to come.

ROTC officials on campus refused to comment on what deferments a new draft might contain, or on anything dealing with the proposed draft, saying that they were under orders from Fort Knox not to make any inappropriate statements.

The military does not want you to be able to think. They just want you to follow orders without asking questions.

-Rand Davis

Vietnam veteran

I was in the volunteer service. When I was in boot camp, we had one guy who was 27 years old, he couldn't write his name, he couldn't read, and they still took him. They take anybody.

-Bugsy

Vietnam veteran

According to Beard, volunteer armed forces with low levels of intelligence are less trainable than the highly trained draftees received during the Vietnam era, and therefore cannot perform many of the skills required of them. Rand, who spent four years in the military, offers a possible reason for this. “The military does not want you to be able to think,” he says. “They just want you to follow orders without asking questions.”

That could be why the discipline problems prevalent in the military during the latter stages of Vietnam have fallen rather than risen, according to a Quarterly report that the Army has far fewer discipline problems with the volunteers it is getting than it had under the draft. Rates of court-martial offenses, desertions, and other disciplinary problems were one fourth to one half as common in 1978 as they had been in 1972.

The new draft, if passed, will probably be void of many of the deferments that the previous draft contained. Most physical exemptions will be retained, but, as Professor Canfield has specified, the college student deferments that existed during most of the Vietnam draft, probably will be left out this time. ROTC officials on campus refused to comment on what deferments a new draft might contain, or on anything dealing with the draft registration, saying that they were under orders from Fort Knox not to make any inappropriate statements.

Canfield also believes that the prospective draft will function in much the same way the old draft did — by a lottery system. Registrants will be given numbers determined by their date of birth, and the numbers will be drawn randomly. But, he emphasized that the draft is not even being discussed by the Congress yet. “All the president has done,” says Canfield, “is call for a very minimal kind of draft registration with the volunteers, however, that he thought the draft would eventually pass, but, except in the case of a crisis, not until the mid-1980’s, when the declining birth rate would make a draft virtually impossible for the military to recruit enough young men to fill its quotas.

cont’d pg. 12
Regardless of how far off the draft may be or how minimal the first step the President has taken toward the draft may seem, the draft registration proposal has, as protests show, dismayed quite a number of people.

With the lessons of Vietnam vivid in their minds, ominous similarities between then and now seem to justify their concern. It was only a few years ago when an overwhelming fear of communism seemed to impair rational thought. Gross misjudgments and hasty, uninformed decisions about the controversial Gulf of Tonkin incident, united Americans in staunch support of President Johnston and ultimately led the United States into war.

Now, some Americans are wary of the rising public support of President Carter as he appears to be leading us closer to a military commitment. The anti-war protests have come back, and with them national disunity. Disunity that left America stricken with violence, during past crises.

The present crisis, like those of the past, demands that Americans unite, today, closer than ever before.

---

By Kathy Kennedy

"Standing on Surfaces - Color Photograph Arrangements" is currently on display at the Learning Resources Center. This unusual exhibit is the work of New York artist Carlo Gennarelli.

The photographs are arranged into three groupings of nine each. This setup allows the observer to get an overall impression of the display without an overwhelming affect. The photos depict the life around us from an unusual perspective, looking directly downward. In fact, the artist's brown-sneakered toes protrude through the bottom of each picture.

The other common feature in this exhibit is the use of color. Gennarelli's collection seems to revolve around three different themes. There is a large group of outdoor shots, concentrating on wooded settings. One photo is especially artistic, composed of dead leaves and twigs interspersed with tiny green and yellow plants occasionally poking through.

The scattered quality of the forest is contrasted with the orderly, well-defined lines of the second photographic theme which deals with surfaces within city limits. Among these photos are pictures of lines painted on blacktop, a manhole cover, and a sidewalk grating. Although this subject may sound dull and possibly unattractive, the photos are just the opposite. They provide a refreshing perspective of the mundane, generally taken-for-granted, features of day-to-day living.

Gennarelli moves indoors for the third category of photographs. The subject is mostly floors. They include a standard varnished wood floor as well as a tiled one. On the tile shot, the camera was turned so that the seams of the floor form diagonal lines. Though the floor is actually orange, it is a somewhat drab shade, in keeping with the overall subdued motif.

This is not to suggest that the exhibit is a failure. The idea of photographing someone "standing on surfaces" is a novel one. Additionally, using as subjects things that aren't "pretty" in the traditional sense isn't an easy task. Even so, the finished product is appealing. What the artist succeeds in doing is changing his audience's perspective by offering a different way of looking at the everyday world.

The exhibit will be on display at the LRC until February 18.
HEARTLAND
MUSIC & REPAIR
Bring this ad and get
35% Off
NASHVILLE STRAIGHT STRINGS
Also, hard to find Bluegrass and Folk Records.
933 2nd St. 345-0411

St. Valentine’s Day Party
2nd Street Pub
Music By . . .
Heart-Strings
Thurs., Feb. 14
8:30-12:30

CAMPUS
Records & Tapes
640 Isadore St.
341-7033
-Specials Daily
-Open 7 Days
-New Release Specials
-Latest In Jazz, Country, Contemporary

Benefit Dance with DADDY WHISKERS
Sponsored by CAP SERVICES
Feb. 10 8:30-12:30
at Bernard’s
Admission $2.00

STUDENT EXPERIMENTAL TELEVISION
WEEKLY PROGRAMMING
Thursday, Feb. 7, 1980
6:00- 6:30 Point in Perspective (News)
6:30- 7:00 Feature: Focus on Pesticides
7:00- 8:30 Movie: His Girl Friday
Starring Rosiland Russell & Gary Grant
8:30- 9:00 Movie: Fatal Glass of Beer
Starring W. C. Fields
9:00-10:00 Toonz
Starring Papa John Kolstad

Student Life’s
Energy Awareness Week (2) presents:
Friends Mime Theatre in
“Dr. Plutonium’s Energy Circus”
When: Saturday, February 9th at 2:00 p.m.
Where: Michelsen Hall of the Fine Arts Building
Cost: Free! Free! Free!
The troupe will hold a mime workshop for all interested persons in the audience immediately following the performance.

ATTEND and ENJOY!
An Arts Services Associates Presentation
THE MEALS THAT REALLY COUNT...
HAPPEN ON WED., FEBRUARY 20, 1980.

Sign up to miss either lunch or dinner on that day and help the people who are starving in Cambodia. Sign-up times and dates are:

ON CAMPUS STUDENTS WITH VALADINE NUMBERS—February 4-8 sign up at either Allen or DeBot Centers, at either lunch or dinner—SAGA will donate the cost of your food too help relieve world hunger.

OFF CAMPUS STUDENTS AND THOSE WITH COUPONS—February 13-15 sign up in the Concourse of the University Center to miss a meal on February 20 and pledge to contribute the money too Cambodian hunger relief.

It's pretty simple, isn't it—just sign your name, miss a meal, and help make the fantastic difference between life and death for those who need you desperately!

Sponsored by University Christian Ministry (the folks at the Newman Center), SAGA Foods, and TKE Fraternity.

90FM’S Ride Board Is Changing

No longer will you have to call to see if that was a rider or a ride, for 90 FM will read only those which are offering rides.

Listen
Wed., Thurs., Fri.
7:40, 10:40, 12:40, 3:40, 7:40 and Sat. 7:40 & 10:40
If you can give a ride call 346-2696

Summer... Army ROTC can help put yours into shape. With six weeks of challenging, no-obligation leadership training. With earnings of about $450 plus free room and board. And with opportunities for up to $5000 more during your next two years of college. All leading to your commission as an Army officer, full time on active duty or part time in the Reserve or National Guard.

Things are shaping up.

Start shaping up for summer. Find out more today about the Army ROTC 2-year program.

Contact: Jim Garvey, 204 Student Services Center 346-3821
Pointer cagers win two, lose one

By Tom Tryon

The UWSP men's basketball team won two WSUC games while losing one, making the Pointers 7-3 in the conference and 12-6 overall.

La Crosse 68, UWSP 48

La Crosse's exceptional zone defense was a decisive factor in the game as La Crosse staged a second half comeback to beat the Pointers in La Crosse last Wednesday.

UWSP was ahead at half, 26-25 but was plagued by unusually cold shooting, 41 percent. The Pointers were murdered at the free throw line, making four of five, but La Crosse managed to make 72 percent.

Pointers fans saw a side of their team's loss and did not blame the lopsided appearances at the foul line for the defeat.

"It was a case of two good teams playing against each other," said Bennett. "We were not shooting well and when we don't shoot well, we don't win."

John Mack led UWSP in scoring with 14 points. Bill Zuiker was checked by the Indian's defense and mustered only 10 points.

Pete Zaher of La Crosse led all scorers with 18.

UWSP 69, River Falls 46

The lid must have been on the buckets Saturday night in Quandt Gym, or at least it seemed that way.

Pointers fans saw a side of their team they aren't accustomed to as UWSP shot only 29 percent from the floor. However, River Falls shot 32 percent and the Pointers played solid defense.

The Pointer's play reflected some of the pressure of knowing you can beat your opponent handily. UWSP handed River Falls a 92-50 defeat earlier in the season.

Zuiker and Jef Radtke led UWSP in scoring with 18 and 16 points. Phil Rodriguez had 11. John Mack had eight rebounds and Kevin Kulas dealt five assists.

UWSP 64, Platteville 46

UWSP set a new school record in the first half by allowing its opponent only 14 points in the first 20 minute half. The old record was set in 1959-60 when the Pointers held Lakeland to 15 points.

UWSP shot somewhat better than it had in two previous outings, making 44 percent from the floor.

However, this figure is not on par with UWSP's average. Platteville had just one player in double figures, Jim Bennett with 10.

Before the high point with 14, Rodriguez had 11, Radtke and Miron each had 10. Kulad and Allen pulled down six rebounds.

As to be expected Bennett was pleased with the defensive effort of UWSP. "We played the best half of defense I've seen," he said. "Our defense made up for our shooting in the two games we won."

The Pointers will have to play well in their next three contests if they hope to win and stay in contention for a playoff spot. The top two teams in the WSUC will enter post-season play.

Bennett stated that a poor or even a performance by any of the next three games would guarantee a loss.

The Pointers had their hands full with UW-Eau Claire in their last meeting in Quandt Pym, losing 71-56. And it won't be any easier this time around since Point must travel to Eau Claire Friday. Eau Claire is still atop the ratings in the NAIA and almost unbeaten in the WSUC.

Saturday the Pointers face UW-Stout, also on the road. Friday the Pointers will return home for a re-match with La Crosse.

Real Madison JV's-

UWSP Tankers win again

By Joe Vanden Plas

The Pointer Dogfish rode the strength of eight first and six second finishes to defeat the UW-Madison junior varsity team, 66-47, in front of a Parent's Day crowd.

Bill Zuiker was checked by the Pointers' defense and mustered only 10 points.

Diver Scott Muchow led the way for UWSP with first place finishes in both the one-meter required and optional diving. Olson, a sophomore from Wausau, scored 153.65 points in the required segment and 271.20 in the optional competition. Brad Thatcher, another UWSP diver, earned a second in both the one-meter required and optional dives.

Before the season started, the Pointer divers were a question mark for coach Munson. "Dan, who has only wrestled twice this season, did a remarkable job filling in for the injured Dennis Giamo."

Billy Fuit lost his wrestling best against a very tough Chris Lechner," said Munson as he put the match into perspective.

In his first match since the beginning of the season, 167-pound John Cable overwhelmed his Oshkosh opponent Bruce Dichruff with a second-period pin, bringing cond'pg. 16

Photo by Gary Le Bouton

Pointers, winning the 200-yard freestyle in the record time of 1:47.2 and then placing second in the 200 freestyle. In finishing second, Muchow set a new UWSP record with a clocking of 4:47.9. Since the swimmer who beat him no longer holds collegiate records, Muchow's record will stand.

Sophomore Dave Caster also came up with a first and a second. He captured first place in the 50 freestyle with a time of 23.1 and was second in the 100 free in 51.9.

All-American Dan Jesse was the third Pointer to earn a first and a second, winning the 200 breaststroke in 2:14.3 and finishing second in the 200 individual medley.

Scott Muchow also turned in a strong performance for the

Phil Rodriguez almost needed mountain climbing gear to get off this jump shot against River Falls' center.

The Pointer's play reflected some of the pressure of knowing you can beat your opponent handily. UWSP handed River Falls a 92-50 defeat earlier in the season.

Zuiker and Jef Radtke led UWSP in scoring with 18 and 16 points. Phil Rodriguez had 11. John Mack had eight rebounds and Kevin Kulas dealt five assists.

UWSP 64, Platteville 46

UWSP set a new school record in the first half by allowing its opponent only 14 points in the first 20 minute half. The old record was set in 1959-60 when the Pointers held Lakeland to 15 points.

UWSP shot somewhat better than it had in two previous outings, making 44 percent from the floor.

However, this figure is not on par with UWSP's average. Platteville had just one player in double figures, Jim Bennett with 10.

Before the high point with 14, Rodriguez had 11, Radtke and Miron each had 10. Kulad and Allen pulled down six rebounds.

As to be expected Bennett was pleased with the defensive effort of UWSP. "We played the best half of defense I've seen," he said. "Our defense made up for our shooting in the two games we won."

The Pointers will have to play well in their next three contests if they hope to win and stay in contention for a playoff spot. The top two teams in the WSUC will enter post-season play.

Bennett stated that a poor or even a performance by any of the next three games would guarantee a loss.

The Pointers had their hands full with UW-Eau Claire in their last meeting in Quandt Pym, losing 71-56. And it won't be any easier this time around since Point must travel to Eau Claire Friday. Eau Claire is still atop the ratings in the NAIA and almost unbeaten in the WSUC.

Saturday the Pointers face UW-Stout, also on the road. Friday the Pointers will return home for a re-match with La Crosse.

Real Madison JV's-

UWSP Tankers win again

By Joe Vanden Plas

The Pointer Dogfish rode the strength of eight first and six second finishes to defeat the UW-Madison junior varsity team, 66-47, in front of a Parent's Day crowd.

Bill Zuiker was checked by the Pointers' defense and mustered only 10 points.

Diver Scott Muchow led the way for UWSP with first place finishes in both the one-meter required and optional diving. Olson, a sophomore from Wausau, scored 153.65 points in the required segment and 271.20 in the optional competition. Brad Thatcher, another UWSP diver, earned a second in both the one-meter required and optional dives.

Before the season started, the Pointer divers were a question mark for coach Munson. "Dan, who has only wrestled twice this season, did a remarkable job filling in for the injured Dennis Giamo."

Billy Fuit lost his wrestling best against a very tough Chris Lechner," said Munson as he put the match into perspective.

In his first match since the beginning of the season, 167-pound John Cable overwhelmed his Oshkosh opponent Bruce Dichruff with a second-period pin, bringing cond'pg. 16

Photo by Gary Le Bouton

Pointers, winning the 200-yard freestyle in the record time of 1:47.2 and then placing second in the 200 freestyle. In finishing second, Muchow set a new UWSP record with a clocking of 4:47.9. Since the swimmer who beat him no longer holds collegiate records, Muchow's record will stand.

Sophomore Dave Caster also came up with a first and a second. He captured first place in the 50 freestyle with a time of 23.1 and was second in the 100 free in 51.9.

All-American Dan Jesse was the third Pointer to earn a first and a second, winning the 200 breaststroke in 2:14.3 and finishing second in the 200 individual medley with a clocking of 2:06.2. UWSP's Bill Rohrer also captured a second in the 200 butterfly.

SPASH graduate Brian Botsford turned in the final UWSP individual blue ribbon finish by tying Madison's Rick Anderson in the 200 backstroke with a time of 2:09.3.

The UWSP medley and 400 freestyle relay teams also took firsts. The medley unit of Botsford, Jesse, Dave Rudolph, Jim Van Bakel and Muchow covered the distance in 3:38.4, while the freestyle squad of Kaster, Brian Le Cloux, Van Bakel and Muchow was timed in 3:43.4.

Despite the impressive victory, coach Lynn Blair does not believe the entire team is swimming to its potential. "We have a couple swimmers (Jesse and Muchow) who are doing an outstanding job and our overall progress has been better than I expected," said Blair. "But, it has been tough on our sprinters. They thrive on rest and haven't been getting it."

The big test for Blair and the Pointers will be the WSUC championships that will be held at UW-Stout, February 21-23. To win the WSUC title, the Pointers must upset perennial champ UW-Eau Claire.

Blair commented on the Pointers' preparation for this meet, saying, "In the early weeks of the season we started our mental preparation for the whole season. We really started to get ready for the WSUC championships about a week ago."

The UWSP tankers will return to competition Friday, hosting Carroll College in a meet slated for 6 p.m. in the Gelwick's Memorial Pool.
To Whitewater, Scotl-Grapplers drop a pair

By Carl Moesche

The UWSP wrestling team, plagued by injuries throughout the winter season, suffered two defeats last weekend, losing to nationally ranked UW-Whitewater on Friday and UW-Stout on Saturday.

On Friday, the Pointers were soundly defeated by Whitewater, 42-6. Pointer coach John Munson noted that Whitewater’s performance was not unexpected, as the powerful Warhawks were ranked seventh in the country in the NAIA Munson praised his wrestlers’ valiant efforts saying, "We got good performances, but simply we’re not as good as they are.”

Undoubtedly, the Pointers would have made a stronger showing had they been healthier. At the beginning of the season, the Pointers were ranked as a fine season as he had eight returning lettermen. But through the course of the season, he has lost all eight through injuries, and has been forced to wrestle people who have been substitutes.

Steve’s Point’s only victory over Whitewater was by the 177-pound weight class where freshman Jim Erickson pinned Jody Van Laanen. Erickson's pin, which raised his record to 7-2, gave UWSP its only point.

Others who Munson singled out as wrestling fine matches were freshmen Cal Tomomitsu, 118, and Bill Paul, 158. Munson added that “we wrestled as hard as we could, but they were a very solid, strong team.”

Having been pounded by Whitewater on Friday, the Pointers traveled to Stout on Saturday, determined to show the Blue Devils that they were not pushovers. Stevens Point and Stout each won five matches, but Stout came up with the only pin of the day, which led to a 21-18 victory.

The Pointers took an early lead as Tomomitsu, with another grueling match at 118, emerged with a 9-6 victory. Todd Christianson, another freshman, won by superior decision 18-5 at 120, giving him five victories in his last seven matches. At 134, Ron Simonis lost a tough match 14-11. Brian McGregor lost at 142, but Dan Schmidt, 150, and Bill Paul, 158, followed with victories. At 167, Butch Wynaer lost a superior decision to Mike Hunter, 14-1.

Erickson won again, this time over Gary Nelson, 8-2, which put UWSP ahead 18-12. Dale Peters was pinned at 190, which knotted the score at 18-18. In the heavyweight class, Point’s Dave Lynes was defeated 6-1, giving Stout its victory. Munson said, "Dave wrestled very well,” and couldn’t fault him for losing. The turning point, Munson ventured, was at 134 where Simonis lost his match.

The Pointers return home to face UW-River Falls Wednesday before going on the road again this Saturday to participate in the Eau Claire Tournament.

Munson is hoping for the possible return of either Greg Carlson, 142, or Dennis Giamo, 150, for Saturday’s Invitational. Munson said, “Getting one or two back will help. We need a couple of experienced guys back.” If not, the Pointers will again be represented by a basically inexperienced team.

Injuries have forced Munson to use people, who were originally not wrestlers, in starting roles. “They’re in there now,” he said.

Munson assesses his team as being about as strong as anyone in the conference, except Whitewater. He predicts that nobody will seriously challenge Whitewater for the conference title on February 22, but said that the Pointers’ success will lie with the return of experienced wrestlers.

Three teams remain undefeated after the second week of Directors League last Sunday. Leading the way was a high-scoring battle between the Purple Dogs and Norm’s Place. Paul Grafavac and Dave Snow combined for 48 points as they led the Purple Dogs to an 84-73 win over Norm’s Place. The Purple Dogs had an 11-point lead at halftime, but Norm’s Place came back at the start of the second half to cut the lead to three points. The Purple Dogs then scored some quick baskets to regain their 11-point lead. Fred Stener led Norm’s Place with 20 points, followed by Kent Boeher with 18 points.

In other action, the Dark Horses, led by Dan Wilcox’s 19 points, defeated Shitters 83-55 to remain undefeated. Shitters was led by Steve Wishes, who scored 21 points.

Schizophrenia remained the only other undefeated team in the league, as they scored the winning basket with less than one minute to play, defeating Kosobucks 81-70. Ben Stogiis and Terry Ham led Schizophrenia with 16 and 14 points, respectively. Paul Prochnow led the Kosobucks with 17.

Champagne Committee, only leading by five points at halftime, came out and scored 53 points in the second half to defeat Devoe 81-52. The Committee’s balanced scoring attack was led by Dale Nelson with 21 points, Jim Bilgo with 16, and Mark Boettners. 14. Devoe was led by Mark Zeirok, 14 and Gary Ankowkis, 13.

The Inglorious Bastards opened up a 16-point lead at halftime and coasted to an easy win over The Big Ones, 70-41. Once again, balanced scoring proved to be important, as four players scored in double figures. Dave Spang scored 18 for the Inglorious Bastards.

The leading scorer in the league after two weeks of action is Skip Wright of Shitters with a 24-point average. In second place, Dave Snow and Paul Grahanos, both from the Purple Dogs, averaged 23 points per game.
The freshman class--

Who are those people?

By John Tegatz

"Students coming up today are different - different attıtudes and priorities," states an administrator. The contrast between students of the Sixties and those of the Seventies is incredible," claim the faculty. "The difference is that the new freshmen are choosing to work in the system, wanting to change the system only when it denies them some benefit directly and personally. It would appear that a class of '83 is caught up in the 1970's "Me-ism" as much as any other class before. You gotta serve somebody," Bob Dylan sings, but freshmen know that America is now self-service.

Bachman and Johnson conclude: "Our research suggests that no single label - conservative or liberal, conventional or radical, 'turned-on' or 'turned-off' - fits today's college freshmen. They are reaching adulthood during a time of great complexity and conflict regarding social issues, and it is possible they may find a similar complexity reflected both in their views about those issues and about their own lives."

Yes, the new freshmen are different. The change isn't so dramatic from one year to the next, but over a whole decade one can see definite attitudes and emotional shifts that markedly do affect the society. What UWSP hopes to do is adapt to these changes rather than be engaged in conflict like the decade past. Universities cannot afford to stay rigidly locked in the idea of the '60s and '70s. The change isn't so great that the Sixties may think, the new freshmen do harbor dissatisfaction that is disillusionment with the status quo. The difference is that the new freshmen are choosing to work in the system, wanting to change the system only when it denies them some benefit directly and personally. It would appear that a class of '83 is caught up in the 1970's "Me-ism" as much as any other class before. You gotta serve somebody," Bob Dylan sings, but freshmen know that America is now self-service.

Bachman and Johnson conclude: "Our research suggests that no single label - conservative or liberal, conventional or radical, 'turned-on' or 'turned-off' - fits today's college freshmen. They are reaching adulthood during a time of great complexity and conflict regarding social issues, and it is possible they may find a similar complexity reflected both in their views about those issues and about their own lives."

Yes, the new freshmen are different. The change isn't so dramatic from one year to the next, but over a whole decade one can see definite attitudes and emotional shifts that markedly do affect the society. What UWSP hopes to do is adapt to these changes rather than be engaged in conflict like the decade past. Universities cannot afford to stay rigidly locked in the idea of the '60s and '70s. The change isn't so great that the Sixties may think, the new freshmen do harbor dissatisfaction that is disillusionment with the status quo. The difference is that the new freshmen are choosing to work in the system, wanting to change the system only when it denies them some benefit directly and personally. It would appear that a class of '83 is caught up in the 1970's "Me-ism" as much as any other class before. You gotta serve somebody," Bob Dylan sings, but freshmen know that America is now self-service.
To Whitewater, Stout—

Grapplers drop a pair

By Carl Moesche

The UWSP wrestling team, plagued by injuries throughout the season, suffered two defeats last weekend, losing to nationally ranked UW-Whitewater Friday and UW-Stout on Saturday.

Friday, the Pointers were defeated soundly by Whitewater, 42-6. Pointer coach John Munson noted that Whitewater's performance was not unexpected, as the powerful Warhawks are seventh in the country in the NAIA. Munson praised his wrestlers' valiant efforts saying, "We got good performances, but simply we're not as good as they are."

Undoubtedly, the Pointers would have made a stronger showing had they been healthier. At the beginning of the season, Munson anticipated a fine season as he had eight returning lettermen. But through the course of the season, he has lost all eight through injuries, and has been forced to wrestle substitutes who would have been eliminated.

Steve Point's only victory over Whitewater was at the 177-pound weight class when he defeated Jim Erickson. Erickson pinned Jody Van Laanen. Erickson's pin, which raised his record to 18-18, in the heavyweight class, Point's Dave Lynes was defeated 6-1, giving Stout its victory. Munson said, "Dave wrestled very well," and couldn't fault him for losing. The turning point, Munson ventured, was at 134 where Simonis lost his match.

The Pointers return home to face UW-River Falls on Wednesday before going on the road again this Saturday to participate in the Eau Claire Tournament.

Munson is hoping for the possible return of either Greg Carlson, 142, or Dennis Giamo, 150, for Saturday's Invitational. Munson said, "Getting one or two back will help. We need a couple of experienced guys back." If not, the Pointers will again be represented by a basically inexperienced team.

Injuries have forced Munson to use people, who were originally substitutes, in starting roles. "They're in there now," he said.

Munson praises his team as being as strong as anyone in the conference, except Whitewater. He predicts that nobody will seriously challenge White Water for the conference title on February 22, but said that the Pointers will again be in the return of experienced wrestlers.

Three teams remain undefeated after the second week of Directors League last Sunday. Leading the way was a high-scoring battle between the Purple Dogs and Norm's Place. Paul Grahavac and Dave Snow combined for 48 points as they led the Purple Dogs to an 84-73 win over Norm's Place. The Purple Dogs had an 11-point lead at halftime, but Norm's Place came back at the start of the second half to cut the lead to three points. The Purple Dogs then scored some quick baskets to regain their 11-point lead. Fred Stenler led Norm's Place with 20 points, followed by Kent Roeher with 18 points.

In other action, the Dark Horses, led by Dan Wilcox's 19 points, defeated Shitters 83-55 to remain undefeated. Shitters was led by Steve Wishes, who scored 21 points.

Schizophrenia remained the only other undefeated team in the league, as it scored the winning basket with less than one minute to play, defeating Kosobucki 54-50. Ben Stogis and Terry Ham led Schizophrenia with 16 and 14 points respectively. Paul Prochnow led Kosobucki with 17.

Champagne Committee, only leading by five points at halftime, came out and scored 53 points in the second half to defeat Deveo 81-52. The Committee's balanced scoring attack was led by Dale Nelson with 21 points, Jim Bilgo with 16, and Mark Boettner's 14. Deveo was led by Mark Zoricol, 14 and Gary Aiolkowski, 12.

The Inglorious Bastards opened up a 16-point lead at halftime and coasted to an easy win over The Big Ones, 70-41. Once again, balanced scoring proved to be important, as four players scored in double figures. Dave Spang scored 16 for the Inglorious Bastards.

The leading scorer in the league after two weeks of action is Skip Wright of Shitters with a 24-point average. In second place, Dave Snow and Paul Grahavon, both from the Purple Dogs, average 23 points per game.

My major is math
My minor is Zen
I know I'm a 9
But you are a 10.

10's deserve flowers.

Especially for Valentine's Day. So if you've got a 10 on your mind, now is the time to send someone her a very special Valentine: The FTD Valentine Bud Vase. It'll work, because 10's know they deserve the best.

The FTD Valentine Bud Vase is usually available for less than $20. A dependent businesswoman, each FTD Florist sets her own prices. Service charges and taxes may be additional. Most FTD Florists accept American Express and other major "travelers' checks." Transworld Delivery. We send flowers worldwide.

Helping you say it right.
NOW SERVING GYROS

Hours: Monday-Saturday 11 a.m. - 2 a.m.
Sunday 4 p.m. - 1 a.m.
Deliveries Starting At 4:00 p.m.

Free Bus To Rib Mt.
TODAY!
Leaves from University Center
5:30 p.m.
Debot Center
5:45 p.m.

Film "The Main Event"
6:30 and 9:00 p.m.
Thurs. and Fri.,
Feb. 7 and 8
Program-Banquet Room
of the U.C.

INCREDIBLE EDIBLES

Raisin-Nut Oat Cookies
1/2 cup honey
1 egg
1 tsp. safflower oil
1/4 tsp. sea salt
1/2 cup rolled oats
1/2 cup unsweetened coconut
1/2 cup chopped nuts
1/2 cup raisins
1/2 tsp. vanilla

1. Preheat oven to 375 degrees.
2. Beat the honey and egg together until well mixed. Add remaining ingredients
   and mix well.
3. Drop by teaspoonfuls, two inches apart, on oiled baking sheet and bake 10 minutes or
   until golden brown.

Makes about 18 cookies.

SHAC is back

What has SHAC been up to for the past semester and where is it heading? There has been a lot of talk and publicity from this group of students and even though its voice is small, it has been heard by almost every student on this campus at one time or another. If you live in a dorm it is possible that you attended a presentation given by a SHAC member. They may have talked with you about ways to improve your diet, different methods for recognizing and dealing with stress, how to become physically fit, or maybe they helped you to prevent an unplanned pregnancy.

If you’re a student who lives off campus, it’s probable that SHAC caught your eye too. If you stopped to have your blood pressure checked in the Concourse, a SHAC member took your blood pressure and explained to you what your reading meant. SHAC also created the High On Health column in The Pointer and printed weekly recipes to tempt even the laziest of cooks. If you gave up smoking for a day during The Great American Smokeout, never fear. SHAC was behind that too. Of course all of the activities were not as glamorous. SHAC previewed films for possible purchase by the Health Center and reviewed all of the suggestions and complaints received by the Health Center.

What does all of this mean and why am I telling you about it? The answer is simple. SHAC contributes a lot to this campus and the students who work with SHAC receive some good practical experience. The committee is open to suggestions for new activities and needs some help with carrying out the old ones. A real effort is going to be made this semester to sponsor more social activities for SHAC members and interested students, so if you like to ski, skate, or just sit around with some new people, check us out. The first general SHAC meeting will be February 10, at 7 p.m. in the Health Center. Skating is planned for after the meeting so bring your skates!

Audio Visual-"Eric Clapton & Cream"
11:00 - 2:00 p.m.
Coffeehouse
Sunday to Friday (Feb. 10-15)

For More Information
On UAB Events, Call 2412
HELP! THE UNIVERSITY INFO DESK STAFF IS PROMINING
in lost and Found Items! If you are missing anything (books, notebooks, folders, keys, mittens, gloves, scarves, and misc. junk.) please come and see if we have it!

Items must be picked up by
Friday, Feb. 8th
After which time they will be sent to Goodwill.

ENERGY! ENERGY! ENERGY! ENERGY!

Energy Awareness Week (2)

Sponsored By

Student Life

Presents

Mr. kenneth Johnson, Director of the Operational Projects Division of the Department of Energy’s six-state Region V.

When: Wednesday, February 13th at 6:30 p.m.

Where: Pray-Sims Residence Hall Basement Lounge

Cost: Free! Free! Free!

Mr. Johnson will speak about energy conservation programs and workshops sponsored by the federal government and implemented within specific states — in this case, Wisconsin.

These programs range from those dealing with schools and institutions to those pertaining to the family farmer.

Everyone Welcome!
ARTS AND LECTURES

taking applications for openings on the Arts and Lectures Advisory Committee for 1980-81.

Application forms available in B109 College of Fine Arts.

DEADLINE: FEBRUARY 15, 1980

QUESTIONS: CALL 346-3265
ASK FOR CHRIS.

We will be seeking 4 people to begin work this semester and continue through the 1980-81 season.

UWSP Black Student Coalition

Presents

Black History Week

"I, Too Sing America"

Sun., Feb. 24

“Let’s Get Acquainted”
An Evening In Poetry
2-5 p.m. Wis. Room UC

Mon., Feb. 25

Movie "The Wiz"
6 & 9:15 P.M.
Wis. Room, UC
$1.25

Tues., Feb. 26

Flo Kennedy
Attorney & Author
8:00 P.M. Wis. Room UC

Wed., Feb. 27

Movie “A Piece Of The Action”
6 & 9:15 P.M. UC
Program-Banquet Rm.
$1.25

Thurs., Feb. 28

Mrs. Coretta Scott King
8:00 P.M. Berg Gym

Fri., Feb. 29

Disco Dance
7:00 P.M.
Wis. Room,
University Center

Feb. 15 - March 8

Art Exhibit-Sam Gilliam
Edna Carlson Gallery
UWSP Fine Arts Building

Co-Sponsors

b.s.c.
Arts & Lectures
Residence Hall Council
Affirmative Action Office
University Activities Board

Chancellor Fund
Womens Resource Center
College of Letters and Science
Political Science Dept.
UWSP Foundation

Sociology Dept.
Learning Resource Center
History Dept.
Extended Services
United Christian Ministry

United Ministry in Higher Education
PRIDE Office
Student Government
Luthern Student Community
The Pointer